Package sale, Form 1 Page 1:
General guide to sizes and position of elements
Common elements to ALL certificates:

l One typeface only: Arial. In Regular, Bold and Italic. All at various sizes shown below - please see note at foot of page.
l Lines and rules: ALL items to a thickness of 0.5pt (0.176mm) - please see note at foot of page.
l All type and lines/rules print as black.
l Background image is provided with this package named: “ATOL Cert Artwork-rb.jpg”
l Page size: A4 (210 x 297mm)
l Printing colours: Process yellow and black.
3mm bleed
all around

Background image
provided named: “ATOL
Cert Artwork-rb.jpg” for
printing in yellow and black

Page
margin:
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denotes page
trim area

This is an important document. Make sure that you take it with you when you travel.

Rule box measures:
178 x 6.5mm from
these coordinates:
x = 16mm
y = 12.7mm

ATOLCertificate

This confirms that your money is protected by the ATOL scheme and
that you can get home if your travel company collapses.
This certificate sets out how the ATOL scheme will protect the people
named on it for the parts of their trip listed below.
Who is protected?
[Passenger Names]

Rule box measures:
178 x 152mm from
these coordinates:
x = 16mm
y = 70mm

You can find more detailed information on your booking, including price, on the confirmation
you will receive from [name of protecting ATOL holder].
Who is protecting your trip?
[Name of protecting ATOL holder and ATOL number]
[Booking reference]

Your protection

You are protected from when you were given this certificate to the end of your trip.
If [name of protecting ATOL holder] stops trading, the passengers named above will either:
1 complete their trip and return to the UK; or
2 receive a refund.
Your protection depends on the terms of the ATOL scheme (available at www.atol.org.uk).

Rule box measures:
178 x 37mm from
these coordinates:
x = 16mm
y = 226mm

52/52pt Bold, centred
15/16pt Bold, centred
14/15pt Regular, centred

Number of passengers: [xxxx]

What is protected?
[Product description] to [Destination] for [x] nights
[Departure and destination airport and dates of travel]

Page
margin:
16mm

12/14pt Regular, centred

If [name of protecting ATOL holder] stops trading, you must follow the instructions at
www.atol.org.uk (where there will be details of arrangements to bring people back to the
UK, and information on how people can claim their money back) or you can call
(+44) 20 7453 6350.

12/13pt Regular and
Italic with Bold headings,
ranged left

17/17pt Bold, centred

12/13pt Regular and
Italic, ranged left

Page
margin:
16mm

Rule box table
measures: 178 x 17mm
from these coordinates:
x = 16mm
y = 267.3mm

By issuing this ATOL Certificate, under Regulation 1 of the Civil Aviation (Air Travel Organisers’ Licensing) Regulations
2012, [name of ATOL Certificate Issuer] confirms that the trip to which it applies is sold in line with the ATOL held by the
organiser named above.
The ATOL scheme is run by the Civil Aviation Authority and paid for by the Air Travel Trust. To see what that is and what
you can expect, together with full information on its terms and conditions go to www.atol.org.uk.
As well as the protection of the ATOL scheme, you have protection under the Package Travel Regulations. For more
information see www.direct.gov.uk in the Travel and Transport section.
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11/11pt Arial, centred
7/12pt Arial italic, centred
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Italic, ranged left

Package
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Copyright UKCivil Aviation Authority. The ATOLLogo is a registered trade mark.
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12/12pt Arial, centred
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Copyright line:
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Package sale, Form 1 Page 2:
General guide to sizes and position of elements
All instructions the same as front unless otherwise marked.

This is an important document. Make sure that you take it with you when you travel.

ATOLCertificate

This confirms that your money is protected by the ATOL scheme and
that you can get home if your travel company collapses.
This certificate sets out how the ATOL scheme will protect the people
named on it for the parts of their trip listed below.

12/13pt Regular

Page 2 of 2

By issuing this ATOL Certificate, under Regulation 1 of the Civil Aviation (Air Travel Organisers’ Licensing) Regulations
2012, [name of ATOL Certificate Issuer] confirms that the trip to which it applies is sold in line with the ATOL held by the
organiser named above.
The ATOL scheme is run by the Civil Aviation Authority and paid for by the Air Travel Trust. To see what that is and what
you can expect, together with full information on its terms and conditions go to www.atol.org.uk.
As well as the protection of the ATOL scheme, you have protection under the Package Travel Regulations. For more
information see www.direct.gov.uk in the Travel and Transport section.
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Flight-plus, Form 2A Page 1:
General guide to sizes and position of elements
Common elements to ALL certificates:

● One typeface only: Arial. In Regular, Bold and Italic. All at various sizes shown below - please see note at foot of page.
● Lines and rules: ALL items to a thickness of 0.5pt (0.176mm) - please see note at foot of page.
● All type and lines/rules print as black.
● Background image is provided with this package named: “ATOL Cert Artwork-rb.jpg”
● Page size: A4 (210 x 297mm)
● Printing colours: Process yellow and black.
3mm bleed
all around

Page
margin:
12.7mm

denotes page
trim area

This is an important document. Make sure that you take it with you when you travel.

Rule box measures:
178 x 6.5mm from
these coordinates:
x = 16mm
y = 12.7mm

ATOLCertificate

This certificate sets out how the ATOL scheme will protect the people
named on it for the parts of their trip listed below.
Who is protected?
[Passenger Names]

Parts of the trip Details

Your provider & booking reference

Flight or flightinclusive
package

[Departure and destination airports; dates
of travel & name of carrier]

Accommodation

[Accomodation name and resort]

Car hire

[Pick up point]

Other

[Details]

Price

Your protection

You are protected from when you were given this certificate to the end of your trip. If the
provider of one of the parts of your trip listed above stops trading, in most circumstances, [name
of flight-plus arranger] must provide you with an alternative (at no extra cost) or offer you a full
refund of the total ATOL-protected cost. See guidance on your rights at www.atol.org.uk. Please
contact [name of flight-plus arranger] on [flight-plus arranger‘s phone number & email].
If [name of flight-plus arranger] stops trading and you are overseas, your flight arrangements
should not be affected. However, you should check the instructions at www.atol.org.uk.
Or, you can call (+44) 20 7453 6350. The ATOL website will also provide advice on what you
must do if you have not yet left for your holiday.

Page margin: 16mm

12/13pt Regular and
Italic with Bold headings,
ranged left

12/13pt Regular and
Italic with Bold heading,
ranged left

Who is protecting your trip? [name and ATOL number of flight-plus arranger]

12/13pt Regular and Italic
with Bold heading,
ranged left. Box spaces
can remain flexible to suit
the needs of each holiday

14/15pt Regular, centred
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Total ATOLprotected cost

Table uses:

15/16pt Bold, centred

Number of passengers: [xxxx]

What is protected and who is providing the protection?

Rule box table measures:
169 x 47mm from these
coordinates:
x = 20.5mm
y = 94.5mm

12/14pt Regular, centred
52/52pt Bold, centred

This confirms that your money is protected by the ATOL scheme and
that you can get home if your travel company collapses.

Rule box measures:
178 x 161.5mm from
these coordinates:
x = 16mm
y = 70mm

17/17pt Bold, centred
12/13pt Regular and

Italic, ranged left

If [name of flight-plus arranger] stops trading, depending on the terms of the ATOL scheme
(available at www.atol.org.uk), the passengers named above will either:
1 be able to take and complete their trip, and return to the UK; or if that is not possible
2 receive a refund for the total amount paid to [name of flight-plus arranger].

Rule box measures:
178 x 27mm from
these coordinates:
x = 16mm
y = 236mm

By issuing this ATOL certificate, under Regulation 17 of the Civil Aviation (Air Travel Organisers’ Licensing) Regulations
2012, [name of ATOL Certificate Issuer] confirms that the parts of the trip listed above are sold in line with the ATOL held by
[the name of flight-plus arranger] named above.
The ATOL scheme is run by the Civil Aviation Authority and paid for by the Air Travel Trust. To see what that is and what you
can expect, together with full information on its terms and conditions, go to www.atol.org.uk.

Rule box table measures:
178 x 17mm from these
coordinates:
x = 16mm
y = 267.3mm
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Flight-plus, Form 2B Page 1:
General guide to sizes and position of elements
Common elements to ALL certificates:

● One typeface only: Arial. In Regular, Bold and Italic. All at various sizes shown below - please see note at foot of page.
● Lines and rules: ALL items to a thickness of 0.5pt (0.176mm) - please see note at foot of page.
● All type and lines/rules print as black.
● Background image is provided with this package named: “ATOL Cert Artwork-rb.jpg”
● Page size: A4 (210 x 297mm)
● Printing colours: Process yellow and black.
3mm bleed
all around

Background image
provided named: “ATOL
Cert Artwork-rb.jpg” for
printing in yellow and black

Page
margin:
12.7mm

denotes page
trim area

This is an important document. Make sure that you take it with you when you travel.

Rule box measures:
178 x 6.5mm from
these coordinates:
x = 16mm
y = 12.7mm

ATOLCertificate

This confirms that your money is protected by the ATOL scheme and
that you can get home if your travel company collapses.
This certificate sets out how the ATOL scheme will protect the people
named on it for the parts of their trip listed below.
Who is protected?
[Passenger Names]

Rule box measures:
178 x 161.5mm from
these coordinates:
x = 16mm
y = 70mm

52/52pt Bold, centred
15/16pt Bold, centred
14/15pt Regular, centred

Number of passengers: [xxxx]

What is protected and who is providing the protection?
Further details about your booking and protection can be found in the table overleaf.
Who is protecting your trip? [name and ATOL number of flight-plus arranger]

Your protection

You are protected from when you were given this certificate to the end of your trip. If the
provider of one of the parts of your trip listed above stops trading, in most circumstances, [name
of flight-plus arranger] must provide you with an alternative (at no extra cost) or offer you a full
refund of the total ATOL-protected cost. See guidance on your rights at www.atol.org.uk. Please
contact [name of flight-plus arranger] on [flight-plus arranger‘s phone number & email].

Page
margin:
16mm

12/14pt Regular, centred

If [name of flight-plus arranger] stops trading and you are overseas, your flight arrangements
should not be affected. However, you should check the instructions at www.atol.org.uk. Or,
you can call (+44) 20 7453 6350. The ATOL website will also provide advice on what you must
do if you have not yet left for your holiday.

12/13pt Regular and
Italic with Bold headings,
ranged left
17/17pt Bold, centred

12/13pt Regular and

Italic, ranged left

If [name of flight-plus arranger] stops trading, depending on the terms of the ATOL scheme
(available at www.atol.org.uk), the passengers named above will either:
1 be able to take and complete their trip, and return to the UK; or if that is not possible
2 receive a refund for the total amount paid to [name of flight-plus arranger].

Rule box measures:
178 x 27mm from
these coordinates:
x = 16mm
y = 236mm
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margin:
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Rule box table
measures: 178 x 17mm
from these coordinates:
x = 16mm
y = 267.3mm

By issuing this ATOL certificate, under Regulation 1 of the Civil Aviation (Air Travel Organisers’ Licensing) Regulations
2012, [name of ATOL Certificate Issuer] confirms that the parts of the trip listed above are sold in line with the ATOL held by
[the name of flight-plus arranger] named above.
The ATOL scheme is run by the Civil Aviation Authority and paid for by the Air Travel Trust. To see what that is and what you
can expect, together with full information on its terms and conditions, go to www.atol.org.uk.
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11/11pt Arial, centred
7/12pt Arial italic, centred
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Copyright line:
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ranged right
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Flight-plus, Form 2B Page 2:
General guide to sizes and position of elements
All instructions the same as front unless otherwise marked.

This is an important document. Make sure that you take it with you when you travel.

ATOLCertificate

This confirms that your money is protected by the ATOL scheme and
that you can get home if your travel company collapses.
This certificate sets out how the ATOL scheme will protect the people
named on it for the parts of their trip listed below.
Page 2 of 2

Table box
measures: 169 x
146mm from these
coordinates
x = 20.5mm
y = 82mm

Parts of the trip Details
Your provider & booking reference Price
Flight or flight[Departure and destination airports; dates of
inclusive
travel & name of carrier]
package

10/11pt Regular and
Italic, ranged left

Accommodation [Accomodation name and resort]

Inner table boxes
remain at a thickness
of 0.5pt (0.176mm). All
box spaces can
remain flexible to suit
the needs of each
holiday

Car hire

[Pick up point]

Other

[Details]

Total ATOLprotected cost

By issuing this ATOL certificate, under Regulation 1 of the Civil Aviation (Air Travel Organisers’ Licensing) Regulations
2012, [name of ATOL Certificate Issuer] confirms that the parts of the trip listed above are sold in line with the ATOL held by
[the name of flight-plus arranger] named above.
The ATOL scheme is run by the Civil Aviation Authority and paid for by the Air Travel Trust. To see what that is and what you
can expect, together with full information on its terms and conditions, go to www.atol.org.uk.
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10/11pt Bold, ranged left
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Copyright UKCivil Aviation Authority. The ATOLLogo is a registered trade mark.

Flight-plus, Form 2A Page 2 or Form 2B Page 3:
General guide to sizes and position of elements
All instructions the same as front unless otherwise marked.

This is an important document. Make sure that you take it with you when you travel.

ATOLCertificate

This confirms that your money is protected by the ATOL scheme and
that you can get home if your travel company collapses.
This certificate sets out how the ATOL scheme will protect the people
named on it for the parts of their trip listed below.
Who is protected?
[Passenger Names]

Number of passengers: [xxxx]

By issuing this ATOL certificate, under Regulation 1 of the Civil Aviation (Air Travel Organisers’ Licensing) Regulations
2012, [name of ATOL Certificate Issuer] confirms that the parts of the trip listed above are sold in line with the ATOL held by
[the name of flight-plus arranger] named above.
The ATOL scheme is run by the Civil Aviation Authority and paid for by the Air Travel Trust. To see what that is and what you
can expect, together with full information on its terms and conditions, go to www.atol.org.uk.
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Date of issue:

/

/

ATOLCertificate
Issuer:

ATOL
number:

Flight-plus
sale

Copyright UKCivil Aviation Authority. The ATOLLogo is a registered trade mark.

12/13pt Regular and
Italic with Bold headings,
ranged left

Flight-only sale, front: General guide to sizes and position of elements
Common elements to ALL certificates:

● One typeface only: Arial. In Regular, Bold and Italic. All at various sizes shown below - please see note at foot of page.
● Lines and rules: ALL items to a thickness of 0.5pt (0.176mm) - please see note at foot of page.
● All type and lines/rules print as black.
● Background image is provided with this package named: “ATOL Cert Artwork-rb.jpg”
● Page size: A4 (210 x 297mm)
● Printing colours: Process yellow and black.

3mm bleed
all around

Background image
provided named: “ATOL
Cert Artwork-rb.jpg” for
printing in yellow and black

Page
margin:
12.7mm

denotes page
trim area

This is an important document. Make sure that you take it with you when you travel.

Rule box measures:
178 x 6.5mm from
these coordinates
x = 16mm
y = 12.7mm

ATOLCertificate

This confirms that your money is protected by the ATOL scheme and
that you can get home if your travel company collapses.
This certificate sets out how the ATOL scheme will protect the people
named on it for the parts of their trip listed below.
Who is protected?
[Passenger Names]

Rule box measures:
178 x 161.5mm from
these coordinates:
x = 16mm
y = 70mm

12/14pt Regular, centred
52/52pt Bold, centred
15/16pt Bold, centred
14/15pt Regular, centred

Number of passengers: [xxxx]

12/13pt Regular and
Italic with Bold headings,
ranged left

What is protected?
[Departure and destination airport and dates of travel]
[Name of air carrier]
Who is protecting your flight?
[Name of protecting ATOLholder and ATOLnumber] [Booking reference]
ATOLprotected cost [£xxxx.xx, amount due to be paid to protecting ATOL holder ignoring
any mark-ups, consumer’s insurance premium, and credit-card fees charged]

Page
margin:
16mm

Your protection

You are protected from when you were given this certificate until you return to the UK. If [name
of protecting ATOL holder] stops trading, the passengers named above will either:
1 be returned to the UK; or
2 depending on the warning below, receive a refund for the amount above (or your deposit if
that is all you have paid so far).
Your protection depends on the terms of the ATOL scheme (available at www.atol.org.uk).

Rule box measures:
178 x 27mm from
these coordinates:
x = 16mm
y = 236mm

If [name of protecting ATOL holder] stops trading, you must follow the instructions at
www.atol.org.uk (where there will be details of arrangements to bring people back to the UK,
and information on how people can claim money back). Or, you can call (+44) 20 7453 6350.

Warning

This certificate only protects the flight you have booked, so you will not be able to claim a
refund from ATOL if you asked to book accommodation or car hire at the same time as your
flight and were given this certificate. However, you will be returned to the UK if the firm
protecting your flight stops trading. Because of this, you may want to take advice on how you
can protect your money. If you want to protect your trip with ATOL, you could ask for an
ATOL-protected package or flight-plus instead.

Rule box table
measures: 178 x 17mm
from these coordinates:
x = 16mm
y = 267.3mm

By issuing this ATOL certificate, under Regulation 1 of the Civil Aviation (Air Travel Organisers’ Licensing) Regulations
2012, [Name of ATOLCertificate Issuer] confirms that the flight to which it applies is sold in line with the ATOL held by
[name of protecting ATOL holder].
The ATOL scheme is run by the Civil Aviation Authority and paid for by the Air Travel Trust. To see what that is and what
you can expect, together with full information on its terms and conditions, go to www.atol.org.uk.
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Copyright line:
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Flight-only sale, back: General guide to sizes and position of elements
All instructions the same as front unless otherwise marked.

This is an important document. Make sure that you take it with you when you travel.

ATOLCertificate

This confirms that your money is protected by the ATOL scheme and
that you can get home if your travel company collapses.
This certificate sets out how the ATOL scheme will protect the people
named on it for the parts of their trip listed below.

12/13pt Regular

Page 2 of 2

By issuing this ATOL certificate, under Regulation 1 of the Civil Aviation (Air Travel Organisers’ Licensing) Regulations
2012, [Name of ATOLCertificate Issuer] confirms that the flight to which it applies is sold in line with the ATOL held by
[name of protecting ATOL holder].
The ATOL scheme is run by the Civil Aviation Authority and paid for by the Air Travel Trust. To see what that is and what
you can expect, together with full information on its terms and conditions, go to www.atol.org.uk.
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